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Cassie Hooper and
Nathan Firth
Scott Falslev
Bridal Faire
Cassie loves the theater.
She met a friend while playing
a role in a community production of “Les Miserables.” Later
in Life, she was invited by a
coworker to come hang out
with a group of friends that
lived in the Round House, an
apartment off campus. This
friend was part of that group.
This set the stage for
another Cache Valley wedding.
One night the group was tired
and wanted to retire early.
Cassie and Nathan felt the
night was still young. So they
went on a walk along the path
that he normally would take for
runs. This happened several
times until he asked her out on
an official date.
The drama changed when
Cassie moved
to Disney
World in
Florida. She
is a Theater
Major at
USU and
was involved
in a college
program with
Disney World.
This includes
seasonal
work with the
resort. They
kept in touch
by cell phone.
This was for

just under a month, as it was
a follow-up of the last year’s
spring semester program.
When she returned to Logan
they again dated. Cassie knew
in January, Nathan was the
right man. She said it took
him until February to find his
answer. They wanted to wait
until she had a ring to make
the announcement.
They found their ring at
S.E. Needham’s. They chose
Needham’s because of the lifetime warranty. Cassie had pictures she found of the kind of
ring she wanted. Irene helped
them come up with their own
design that was within the
budget. Needham’s Jewelers
created the ring with their
state-of-the-art equipment.
The stage is set. Time
frame is March. The cast was
selected for the big proposal.
Cassie got a text
about noon that
her roommate
would give her
a clue at 5 that
night for the
“date.” Nathan
didn’t get off
work until 5:30.
The first
clue lead her to
Cache Valley Fun
Park. There she
had a friend with
the second clue.
Just next door to
the Rock Haus.
The third clue

WEDDING
lead them to the Providence
Casper’s Ice cream parlor. But
the friend was told to stall
Cassie. Nathan was not quite
ready. That didn’t work very
well.
The last clue lead her to
the LDS Temple where Nathan
was waiting and said, “Let’s
go for a walk.” On the west
side there is a bench and that
is where Nathan went down

on one knee and gave the proposal. There were cast members hidden away to video and
take photos.
The date was set for
August 3, 2012. Think there
was plenty of time to plan
that special day? It was tough
with studies at school. Bridal

SEE CACHE, PAGE 4
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A Cache wedding
FROM PAGE 3

Faire at the Riverwoods was scheduled for March 24.
The Bridal Faire was a great opportunity to visit
with lots of businesses. She again had a good supporting cast to attend with. Bringing mom, a future
sister-in-law and soon-to-be mother-in-law was quite
helpful. Four hours of shopping at the Bridal Faire
helped get the big part of the wedding in line.
Cassie had a list of places for the reception. The
decision to go with the Bullen Center was made
because Cassie was in love with the theater. The
Bullen Center just has that flavor. It is elegant and
had just what they were looking for. Cassie liked the
flexibility the Bullen Center gave towards caterers.
There is a stereo system there they could simply plug
into. That was big because the night had lots of dancing.
Cassie asked the cake people at the Bridal Faire if they would
be able to make gluten free cake. Monica Callahan from Custom
Confections said she could. She made a wonderful cake that also
tasted good and was gluten free. Monica was able to match the
wedding colors perfectly.
The colors come from the colors of the peacock. Plum purple,
dark turquoise, aqua and Bright blue. Cassie bought ribbon for
each color and was able to give anyone trying to match the colors
a little piece of ribbon. That is a great idea to keep everyone on
the same stage.
The colors for the hot summer day were also matched by
Zeppe’s with their Italian Ice. Cassie liked the idea that they
would take back any unopened containers for a refund. Extra
money for the honeymoon.
Cassie had a friend in high school that does photography.
Woodcat photography captured the event and was easy to work
with.
The wedding ceremony was set for 12:45. That gave them
time to go to the Bullen Center in the morning to help get things
set up. Time got short and Cassie had to rush to get dressed and
get her makeup on. It pays to be experienced in theater makeup
and to have the ability to do it quickly.
It was a special moment at the temple to find Irene, who had
recently retired from S.E. Needham and was working at the
temple. Cassie was able to thank her for helping with her ring
and now Irene was part of her special day.
Family and friends gathered at the Bullen Center for the luncheon after the wedding ceremony.
The reception that night lasted 4 hours. A couple hours of formal

greeting and then the dancing.
A prize photo caught the emotional Nathan watching Cassie
dance with her father. The song they danced to was “Butterfly
Kisses” by Bob Carlisle.

She’ll change her name today
She’ll make a promise and I’ll give her aways
Standing in the bride room just staring at her
She asked me what I’m thinkin’
And I said I’m not sure
I just feel like I’m losin’ my baby girl
And she leaned over
Gave me butterfly kisses with her mama there
Stickin’ little white flowers all up in her hair
Walk me down the isle daddy
It’s just about time
Does my wedding gown look pretty daddy?
Daddy’s don’t cry
If there was one thing Cassie would like to have added to the
night was a photo booth. She talked to them at the Bridal Faire,
but did not have them worked into the budget.
The honeymoon was to San Diego.
Cassie and Nathan were registered at Macy’s, Walmart,
Target, and Bed Bath and Beyond.
Bed Bath and Beyond was very helpful for those who live distantly away. They could just go online and have gifts delivered. Their
favorite gifts were the toaster oven and those big bath towels.
Now that the wedding is over the script says and they “lived
happily ever after.”

Tips on tweaking the budget, saving for the big day
It’s safe to say that your wedding day will
be one of the most important and special
days of your life. It will also be the most
expensive day of your life.
According to The Wedding Report, a
research company that tracks and forecasts
the wedding industry, the average cost of a
wedding in 2011 was $25,631. This was a
decrease from the year before by 3.4 percent.
For most couples, their wedding day will
be something they have to budget for for

months, if not years, prior to the big day.
And while many people will provide advice about what dress to buy and which
cocktails to serve, the best suggestion
for anyone planning a wedding is to not
go into it blind.
“Couples should get together and go
over each other’s finances and determine
a realistic wedding and honeymoon budget that would cause them not to go into

debt,” says Andrea Woroch, a consumer
expert for Kinoli, a company that manages
several money-saving websites.
Putting away set amounts of your
paycheck each week will provide you with
some money to contribute to the wedding.
Woroch also suggests looking for ways to
trim your current monthly expenses. Are
SEE BUDGET, PAGE 5
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Candy, chocolate buffet
may be a wedding hit

WEDDING DESSERTS -- End your wedding with a delicious
sweets buffet.

A few little budget tweaks
FROM PAGE 4

there ways that you can change your spending habits?
To get started on saving for your wedding, here are some tips
to help you spend less and save more.
1) Find a side gig. Whether bartending or baby-sitting, the additional money brought in can be added to your wedding savings
account. Just be careful that you don’t stretch yourself too thin
while working on spreadsheets during the day and pouring drinks
at night; wedding planning takes time and can be stressful.
2) Sell your stuff. Check out your closets and garage for any
unused clothes, accessories, home goods or furniture. These
items can be posted online at Craigslist or eBay. You can even
host a garage sale or sell your items through your local consignment shop.
3) Make your own cup of coffee. This tends to be one of the
most common, and most overlooked, savings tips, says Woroch.
“Spending just a few dollars everyday doesn’t seem like a lot of
money to many individuals, and though the annual cost of a daily
java habit amounts to several hundred dollars, it’s hard for many
to grasp the long-term savings potential of those two or three
bucks.”
4) Nix dry cleaning. Use at-home dry-cleaning kits (less than
$15 for multiple pouches), instead of paying the $10 to $20 per
item charge for your dry-clean-only outfit.
5) Dine out less. According to the National Restaurant Association, eating in instead of out on a regular basis can save you
$200 per month.
6) Movie night alternatives. Exchange the $12 movie ticket
for a $1 Redbox rental or try streaming movies from online sites
such as Hulu. You can even do a movie swap with your friends
or check out free DVDs at your local library.
7) Be creative. Instead of having people buy you blenders and
silverware, create alternative wedding registries. Card Avenue is a
website on which you can register for gift cards that can be used
toward wedding decor, printing services or other wedding-related
items. “Deposit a Gift is a cash registry for which the couple
could use gifts to pay off wedding debt and Honeyfund is a hon-

Dessert makes everyone
happy. From a decadent,
delicious wedding cake to
tasty cake pops and cupcakes,
the sweet stuff is the perfect
ending to any wedding reception, as well as engagement
party, bridal shower or even
rehearsal dinner. According to
The Wedding Report, brides
and grooms are spending almost 10 percent more on their
desserts, reflecting the greater
importance put on closing any
wedding season celebration
with fabulous treats. That 10
percent is not spent solely on

an ornately decorated wedding cake, nor is it spent on
a chocolate fountain. (That
trend has come and gone.)
Now the new must-have for
the dessert hour is a sweets
buffet.
Much like the Viennese
table at a reception, filled with
various cakes, pies, petits
fours and pastries, the new
dessert buffet is more tightly
themed. Now the trend is
for a chocolate buffet or a
candy buffet, where guests
can choose their fill of all-

SEE CANDIES, PAGE 6

eymoon registry for which guests can contribute to the happy
couple’s post-nuptial vacation,” offers Woroch.
8) Open a separate wedding savings account. Consider an
online savings account, which might get you a better return on
your money. Set up automatic transfers into that account from
your checking account or paycheck; seeing the money add up in
the wedding-specific savings account will motivate you to save
even more. — Anica Wong, Creators.com

We create
custom
wedding
invitations
for a unique
look on your
wedding
day.

Come in and let us help you with your Special Day .

435.753.8875 • 630 West 200 North
orders@sq1.biz • www.sq1.biz
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Candies
FROM PAGE 5

chocolate or all-candy desserts.
*Chocolate Buffets
The highlight of the chocolate buffet is
the range of choices within it, as well as the
eye-pleasing visual effect of light and dark
chocolates, perhaps set on a Champagnecolored tablecloth for an elegant effect. This
type of buffet is considered quite formal,
perfect for a wedding, and the offerings
may include chocolate truffles in an array of
flavors from key lime to berry to cheesecake.
Anthony Cirone, owner of Li-Lac Chocolates,
says, “To ensure your chocolate buffet is a
crowd-pleasing success, always include a
broad range of items from classic old-school
favorites to unique and exotic temptations.”
The key to a great chocolate buffet is mixing in those tastes of childhood, like a coconut flavor reminiscent of a Mounds bar with
the exotic flavors Cirone mentions. These
may include chocolate-dipped pineapple or
mango, chocolate-covered orange peel, and
even chocolates with a bit of cayenne kick.
Anwar Khoder, Li-Lac’s master chocolatier,
says, “Some of our best-sellers for buffets
and parties include almond bark, butter
crunch, pecan chews and truffles.”
Khoder’s report shows the importance
of choosing a mix of crunchy and creamy

chocolate desserts on your buffet menu so
that guests can choose the style of bite that’s
perfect for them. And be sure to print out
attractive labels; ideally, use dark brown ink
to suit the table’s decor effect and to also
identify what each chocolate treat is.
*Candy Buffets
On the more playful side of the dessert
buffet is the vibrantly colored candy store
effect of bright pink jellybeans and apple
green hard candies, mixed in with swirled
lollipops, nonpareils and other candy treats.
Candy buffets now include guest-pleasing
retro candies such as Mal-o-Milks and candy
buttons, which guests are thrilled to have access to once again, after perhaps not seeing
these brands since childhood. A retro candy
brings back wonderful memories for guests
and closes the party with a hit.
Another trend in candy buffets is color
coordinating the candies. For example, offering candies all in shades of pink to suit a
pink-themed bridal shower or candies all in
white to end a black-and-white-themed wedding. Visit your local candy store to scout out
the possibilities, and look online for reputable
retro candy sellers. One top source is Dylan’s
Candy Bar, where you can browse and buy
colorful candies in modern and retro blends.
*Display Smarts
--Create your delicious chocolate or candy
buffet by setting up a large, sturdy table in
a spot where guests will be able to walk
completely around the table, choosing or

scooping up their picks. You don’t want a
traffic jam at the buffet.
--Set the buffet out of the sun. Both
chocolates and candies will melt in even
mildly warm sunlight, leaving you with a
sticky mess that could destroy your buffet.
Never set a sweets bar in the outdoors. The
bright colors and scents might attract bees
and other insects.
--Display your chocolates or candies in an
array of containers. For example, you could
use elevated pedestal platters, three-tier dessert plates, silver platters, or clear bowls that
let the candies’ and chocolates’ colors show.
--Avoid setting lit candles on the buffet
table. A guest reaching to get a chocolate
truffle could light a sleeve on fire. If you wish
for a lighting effect, arrange your buffet table
under the reception hall’s pin lights or add
some cube LEDs to vases and votive holders
for just a bit of glow.
--Test your scoops and tongs to be sure
they work effectively on the candies and
chocolates you provide, and set dessert bowls
on the table so that guests’ choices don’t roll
off the plate.
Your dessert buffet could double as a dessert hour offering and your party favor table.
If you wish for this budget-saving crowddelight, display a sign next to vellum bags
or favor boxes inviting guests to scoop and
choose all of the sweets they’d like to take
home. Your party will be a sweet success. —
Sharon Naylor, Creators.com

The perfect end to the perfect day.
Just for You:
•Signature breakfast
delivered to your suite
•Cheesecake & Sparkling
Cider on Ice
•Oversized jetted tub
•Luxurious Bed
• In-room DVD movies

$25 Off

Discount for Wedding or
Anniversary nights.
(excludes Sapphire suites)

The Anniversary Inn
169 E Center St, Logan
435-752-3443
1-800-324-4152

Why should the
groom dress like a
wedding cake topper?
My sister is getting married soon, and she
has always bucked traditions. She will not wear
a veil; there will be nothing borrowed or blue;
and there will be no tossing of the bouquet or
garter. So it was no surprise when my soon-tobe brother-in-law decided that his groomsmen
would also ditch the traditional attire.
Instead of the black tuxedo, black bow tie
and black cummerbund that you usually see
on a plastic groom atop a wedding cake, the
groomsmen will wear a light grey suit and a red
necktie.
He explained: “We’re not going to the opera.
We’re having a party -- a party that celebrates
the two of us.” He encouraged us to choose
a cut and style of suit that fit our personality
and to “be fun, be crazy” when choosing cuff
links. It turns out that my sister’s fiance is at
the forefront of a new trend of men wanting
to spice up their wedding day attire. And from
subtle changes to bolder options, retailers and
designers are all too happy to oblige.
For the groom interested in making small
changes to the traditional tuxedo, Monchae
Slaughter, an operations manager at Men’s
Wearhouse, suggests a tux with a more modern
cut. Instead of the traditional “boxy tuxedos
most men rent,” Slaughter highlights two tuxedos designed by Vera Wang.
The first has a black jacket and pants that
have a slimmer, more tailored cut. Additionally,
instead of a traditional satin lapel, this tuxedo
has a narrow, grosgrain lapel.
The second tuxedo, if the groom is more
daring, is a light gray. Also in a slimmer cut,
this tuxedo features a lapel edged in grey satin.
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SPICING UP ATTIRE FOR THE GROOM -- A bright color is a great
way for a groom to spice up his attire.
Many retailers also offer tuxedos in
alternative colors. For example, Indochino, an online custom-suit retailer,
offers a midnight-blue tuxedo with a
lapel edged in black satin.
For the groom making bolder color
choices, Slaughter says, “instead of a
traditional cummerbund and bow tie,
you can do a vest and a long necktie in
pretty much any color.” Ian Robinson,
a wedding photographer with SoftBox
Media Photography, says: “The vest is
a great way to introduce more color.
Bright color and bold textures can often
be discretely hidden under the jacket
during the ceremony, but it’s a great
way to liven up the reception as the
jackets come off and the bright colors
join the party.” A groom can choose a
color that complements the wedding’s
theme, or he can choose one color for
himself and another for the groomsmen.
Alternatively, a groom can choose
a suit instead of a tuxedo to spice up
his wedding attire. Although a suit is
more casual than a tuxedo, if a groom
buys a suit instead of renting a tuxedo,
he can opt for far more customization.
He can choose from a wide variety of
colors and patterns of suits, and he
can select a style and cut based on
his body type and personal style. He
may even be able to choose the color
of his suit’s lining and have his wedding date embroidered on the interior

jacket pocket. Taking advantage of such
customizations, a groom can purchase
a suit that will serve as a memento of
the wedding.
Lastly, Robinson suggests grooms
personalize their wedding day accessories. A brightly colored pocket square
or a memorable watch can add unique
flair. “Cuff links are another great way
to show a more personal style without
being ostentatious,” he says. “I’ve seen
everything from bullet casings to old
coins.”
Robinson recalls a groom who even
“wore two different-color socks to match
the bright orange and pink colors of the
wedding. You’d never know when he
was walking around, but when he sat
down next to his bride, her bright shoes
and his bright socks were a perfect
match.” And consider nontraditional
footwear that fits your personality and
the wedding’s setting, such as cowboy
boots, flip-flops or sneakers.
The black tuxedo is traditional
because it looks great on all men. But
some grooms prefer to display a unique
style, different from the plastic, miniature groom on top of a wedding cake.
Ask your retailer about how you can
spice up your wedding attire. I think you
will find that there are as many options
for your formalwear as there are for
your cake.
— Eric Christensen, Creators.com
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•Signature breakfast
delivered to your
suite
•Cheesecake &
you might see guests just sitPhoto booths appeal to all
Sparkling
Cider
ting and
talking at their
tables, on ages, from the children you
ice the cake-cutting and
awaiting
want entertained throughout
dessert
hour.
The
photo
booth
the reception to your 90-year•Oversized jetted tub
revs up the fun factor during
old grandparents who enjoy the
•Luxurious
Bedas
all the
hours of the party,
photo booth’s comfortable seat
• In-room
movies
guests
step into the DVD
booth with
as they strike their poses with

Photo booths provides good times and souvenirs
Adding extra fun and excitement to your wedding reception,
a photo booth allows guests to
pose for festive photos together
and get terrific keepsakes to
take home. Since weddings
gather friends and family who
may not see each other very
often, this instant-photo attraction captures the joy of friends
celebrating together, grandparents and grandchildren, and
even silly solo guest shots.
“I really love photo booths at
weddings
for several
reasons,”
Discount
for wedding
or
saysanniversary
Jenny Orsini,nights.
wedding coor(excludes
suites)
dinator
at JennySapphire
Orsini Events.
“No matter how often they see
them, guests truly enjoy them.
They are interactive and allow
for guests to let their hair down!
They are a great way to break
up the monotony of the sometimes boring wedding reception
routine.”
A five-hour wedding reception has its highs and lows, and
a few hours into the dancing,

$25 Off

different friends and often with
different props.
Today’s photo booth rental
companies often supply a large
collection of fun props, from
fedoras and berets to big
sunglasses, beach balls, faux
mustaches, feather boas, Mardi
Gras beads, masks and open
picture frames painted black,
gold or any other color. Guest
sort through the props collection, choose their ‘toys’ for the
photo booth sitting and strike
playful poses, and out comes
entertaining finished photos.
One strip can go in the guestbook -- with guests signing their
page using silver or gold metallic Sharpies -- and one strip
goes to the guest.

their fun props.

Anniversary Inn
169 E Center St, Logan
435-752-3443
1-800-324-4152

*Finding a Photo Booth
“Photo booths are, generally
speaking, a very cost-effective
favor or additional form of
entertainment,” says Orsini.
“And nowadays photo booths
are not just big black boxes with
draping. They come in various
shapes and designs.”
You’ll find photo booth
companies at bridal shows and
expos, and there you’ll be able
to step inside a top-of-the-line
booth, with props, for your own
free samples. It’s important to
book a booth you’re able to see
first, to be sure it’s brand-new,
modern, and in good condition
SEE PHOTOS, PAGE 9

It’s the new
‘favorite place’
for weddings and
receptions!
550 West 1000 South
Logan
435-750-0123
www.loganutah.org

The Clubhouse Tournament room is a great venue for family
celebrations, weddings and receptions. The room has patio windows overlooking the golf course and a large outdoor patio deck.
Available are eight 6-foot banquet tables, 20 72-inch round tables
with chairs. Check your reservation date NOW! They go fast!
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MINIMOONS: All about these trendy short honeymoons

Many couples go on a
After months of wedding planminimoon for a quick vacation
ning, brides and grooms are looking
after the wedding and then spend
forward to a honeymoon, complete
a lot of time and money planwith lots of relaxation.
ning a large-scale trip for their
But with the average price of a
anniversary. (Other couples forgo
wedding costing $25,631 (according
a traditional honeymoon, preferto The Wedding Report), it’s no surring to spend the money to buy a
prise that many couples can’t afford
home.)
to pay for the wedding and splurge
A year or longer can
on the honeymoon, too.
seem like a long time to wait
That’s why many couples are
for a traditional honeymoon, but
taking small-scale honeymoons
couples find the experience worth
known as “minimoons.”
the wait.
Like a traditional honeymoon,
White says some of
a minimoon happens in the days or
these “first anniversary as honeyweeks following the wedding. The
moon” destinations include “the
difference? Minimoons are typically MINIMOONS -- A honeymoon doesn’t have to be
overly fancy. A quick getaway to a bed-and-breakfast South Pacific like Tahiti and Fiji,
shorter in length of stay, budgetserves the same purpose.
South Africa, Thailand and Europe.”
friendly and closer to home.
Other trendy honeymoon locales?
*Get Away From Everything
everything,’” says Robert Reid, U.S. travel
Costa Rica and Australia.
“Minimoons have always been there,
editor for travel content provider Lonely
*Minimoon Destinations
but now it’s more prevalent because people Planet, who calls a minimoon “an interestWhere to go for a minimoon often
are more cost conscious,” says Veronica
ing travel device.”
depends on budget and time off.
White, a “romance specialist” with Bliss
Having a small vacation can be reju“The Caribbean and Mexico are the
Honeymoons, noting that with a minimoon, venating, especially for a couple fresh off
most affordable,” explains White, who says
couples get a “bigger bang for their buck.”
planning and celebrating their wedding.
Minimoons can be as short as one
many couples choose locations like Jamaica,
“I would hope people wouldn’t look at
night, or a few days to a week. The price
the Dominican Republic and Cancun for
it with any sense of a checklist,” says Reid.
of a minimoon varies, too, depending on
minimoons.
“You don’t have to accomplish anything.”
where you go, how long you stay and which
Trips to California and Florida are also
The object is for the newlyweds to enjoy
activities you enjoy. Compared with highpopular because of nice weather and things
some time alone.
end honeymoons, which can cost thouto do such as spa treatments and wine
“As long as you’re comfortable and
sands of dollars, minimoons can be very
relaxed at the end of two days, the purpose tasting. White says Disney enthusiasts often
affordable.
is served,” says Reid.
“To me, it seems like, ‘get away from
*A Traditional Honeymoon
MOON, PAGE 10

Photo booths

FROM PAGE 8
inside and out, and creates highquality, crisp photos.
Here are the different types of photo
booths you’ll find:
--Modern digital photo booth. These
state-of-the-art booths feature smart technology, including a computer that auto-focuses on each frame, and high-resolution
cameras and printers. When guests step
into this booth, they can see an image of
themselves on the screen, allowing them
to shift and arrange themselves in the
frame as they wish. The backdrop may
be digitized, and the booth’s curtain and
other details can be personalized to the
wedding’s style.
Photo strips come out with or without
borders, and some photo booths print
a personalized message in the borders.
After the wedding, the bride and groom

can get a password-protected online gallery of all of the images taken during their
celebration.
--Antique photo booths. Authentic
booths from the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s
in Art Deco style, with porcelain seats
and doors and rounded edges, provide a
unique, vintage appeal for a wedding that
has a vintage feel to it. This style of booth
isn’t as technologically advanced as the
digital booth, which means there won’t be
an online photo gallery.
--Open-air photo booths. Also called
the “no walls” photo booth, this is simply
an area set up -- without an actual,
physical booth -- where guests can pose
in front of a backdrop, with or without
props, and a photographer captures each
shot. A perk of this style is that the photographer often does a great job of joking
around with guests, making them laugh
just as he snaps the shot, and encouraging poses like air guitar, kicks, dance
twirls and other moves that guests might

not think of.
Once you choose your preferred style
of booth, investigate reputable photo
booth companies -- often suggested by
your wedding coordinator, florist or other
wedding pros who know which companies are good and which aren’t. Inspect
the company’s packages, and read the
contract carefully to learn about the rental
terms. Book early, because photo booths
are very popular, and book for enough
hours to allow all of your guests to get
several turns in the booth.
If your photo booth company doesn’t
supply props, provide your own by going
through Halloween costumes and visiting
thrift shops and flea markets (where you
can get those ornate picture frames for $1
each and paint them yourself!). Add to the
fun by making signs for your own photo
setup, and be sure to make time to get
your own photos taken in the booth, as
well. — Sharon Naylor, Creators.com
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Catering is a big part of your tasteful wedding day
Most marriages begin with a party. Planning your special day and making sure
everything goes right can be nerve-racking, argument-inducing and the beginnings
of major gastric distress. This is the time
when couples often talk about postponing the big day indefinitely or eloping and
skipping all of the fuss.
It doesn’t have to be that way. There
are questions to ask and decisions to be
made that will help make your wedding
event a wonderful lifetime memory.
Before you begin looking for a caterer,
know the size of the reception you are
planning, where you want the affair to
take place, what type of food you want
served and whether you have any dietary
restrictions to consider. Though you don’t

need your finalized guest list, think about
any special considerations for some of
the “must-have” guests, such as parents,
grandparents and siblings.
Danielle and David are planning to return to the bride’s hometown area for their
wedding this summer. Their “biggest focus
was to find a kosher caterer that included
a large cocktail hour and open bar.”
Luckily for them, the reception site also
provides the catering and amenities they
want. Danielle never has been to an affair
at the venue they chose, but her parents
and even David have been, and they liked
it. Her recommendation to couples looking
for a caterer is to read reviews and find
out the reputation and performance of the
venue before making a decision.

Ask to see sample menus, and find
out whether the caterer can provide the
type of food you desire, even if it is just
for a few of your guests. Arrange for a
food tasting if you never have eaten there
before. What kind of alcohol is available,
and what is the cost per guest? Are they
willing to provide a “cash bar,” which you
can settle during the reception if you only
have a few guests who might be drinking?
And don’t be shy; ask whether the caterer
has a valid liquor license.
You might find that your preferred food
choices limit you. Shruthi and Michael
needed an Indian and American menu, but
“the venue caterer couldn’t make Indian
TASTES, PAGE 11

Minimoons

FROM PAGE 9
plan a vacation to Disney World as a way
to unwind and have some fun.
“Where you go depends on where you
start from,” says Reid, whose picks for a
relaxing getaway destination include the
Hamptons, the Catskills, Martha’s Vineyard, Fort Worth, Sonoma National Park
and Mendocino.
“Find a splurgy-type place,” says Reid,
who believes couples can become tourists
in their own city by staying at a nice hotel
or relaxing at a bed-and-breakfast.
Wherever they go, couples should do
things they wouldn’t normally do, such as
eating dinner at a pricey restaurant, renting
a car to go for a long drive, or just sleeping
in and de-stressing!
While most couples want romance on
their minimoon, others are looking for a
bit of adventure. For those couples, there’s
always the option to plan a high-energy trip
to a city such as New York, New Orleans,
San Francisco, Las Vegas or Chicago.
These spots are known for great
nightlife, prominent restaurants and lots of
people-watching. There’s shopping to do,
scenery to enjoy and the whimsy of doing
nothing much. For some newlyweds, sipping coffee and strolling through the city is
an ideal change from their everyday lives.
Whether staying at a B-and-B, relaxing
on a beach or soaking up city life, a minimoon can be a great escape for newlyweds
looking for an affordable getaway.
—Kristen Castillo, Creators.com

Tastes

FROM PAGE 10
food. There are only three main caterers in the
area that do Indian and American food. One of
them is extremely well-known, and many venues
recommended them, so we talked to them.”
They asked a lot of questions, checked out references and tasted samples of the caterer’s fare.
“We felt very comfortable with the caterer rep
we spoke to, and that was very important to us.
We made sure that he understood what we were
looking for and that they could accommodate for
both kinds of food.”
Getting references from wedding professionals you already are dealing with can point you
in the right direction, especially when you need
to bring in an outside caterer. Make sure that
your venue and caterer can work together. Ask
whether you can speak to previous clients. Make
sure that everything the caterer and venue operator agree to is in their respective contracts so
that you can be sure nothing will be overlooked.
Lauren and Vicky are being married in a relative’s home early this summer. They needed to
find a caterer who was willing to come to their
location and still meet the very diverse dietary
needs of their guest list. “The biggest stumbling
block is that we are having the wedding far from
where we live,” explained Lauren. “Thank goodness my mother lives near the venue. She could
talk to people, taste the food for us, etc. Our
company is taking care of everything. They are
even going to help with lighting.”
When you are hiring a caterer to come in to
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a normally non-wedding
site, find out what the
caterer includes. Does
the caterer provide tables,
china, glassware and linens? Will the food require
reheating? Who provides
the cake? How many waiters will there be to serve
guests? And ask whether
the caterer will clean up at
the end of the event.
This is your day to
shine; make it the one you
want.
— Chelle Cordero, Creators.com

CATERING -- One option is to have a dairy
brunch buffet at your
reception.

BIRCH CREEK
GOLF COURSE
Northern Utah’s Finest

Banquet, Wedding
&

Reception Center
With a great view of
Cache Valley!

M ANY

THANKS TO THE ADVERTISERS AND THOSE
WHO PROVIDED INFORMATION FOR THIS SPECIAL
SUPPLEMENT. PLEASE THANK THEM WITH YOUR
PATRONAGE AND CONSIDERATION.

For Information and Scheduling
CALL 435.563.6825
www.birchcreekgolf.com

550 E 100 N SMITHFIELD, UTAH
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Making it special the second time around
If you’re getting married for the second time,
that doesn’t mean you have to have a secondrate wedding. It does mean, let’s hope, that
you are a lot wiser and that you will make
this event even more special than the first
one. After all, as one friend who recently
remarried put it, “The first time, your parents
traditionally pay for your wedding; the second
time, you’re paying for it.”
Here are some do’s and don’ts to make
the second-time-around wedding a wonderful
celebration:
*Do plan your big day together. Chances
are your mother did it for you the first time
around. Now’s your chance to do it again
and get more of your partner’s input. You’re
not (let’s hope) those starry-eyed 21-year-old
college kids anymore. If you’re part of the
growing number of couples who are paying
for their weddings, it makes sense for you
to plan an event that will make you both
happy. That may mean some compromising -- especially if one of you has not been
married before and always has dreamed of
a big church wedding or if there are major
religious considerations. Talking these issues

through way in advance will make a second
wedding much more enjoyable for everyone
involved.
*Don’t assume anything. He wants a
small wedding; you have dozens of relatives
who will be hurt if they’re not invited. She
wants just the two of you to sail off into
a Caribbean sunset; you want your four
children to be in attendance. He wants to
wear jeans and a dinner jacket; you want
a billowing ball gown. (Yes, it’s OK for the
second-time bride to wear white!) Again, talk
about your preferences, even down to the
smallest details.
*Do discuss a special location. This one
can be tough. Many couples who remarry
do not want to repeat the scenarios of their
previous weddings. The second wedding offers the perfect opportunity to explore other
options, and the choice of venue can set the
tone for your unique celebration. Whether it’s
an intimate restaurant dinner that includes
close family and friends, a barbecue and
square dance in a barn, or a destination wedding to a castle in Ireland or a wine tasting
at a vineyard in California, choose a spot
that will have romantic meaning for you both.

*Don’t forget about budget. Have your
heart set on dozens of orchids dripping from
the ceiling of a grand tented ballroom? You
might want to reconsider after you talk to a
florist. Do you really want a ring that costs
the same amount as a new swimming pool?
Be realistic, and keep things simple. If you’re
really intent on hosting a grand affair, then
hire a wedding planner who can help you set
a budget and hire reputable vendors. Otherwise, keep things simple, and concentrate on
creating an event that is more personal and
won’t break the bank. After all, you’ve got
kids in college.
*Do make it joyful. The two of you may
just want to sneak away to a beachfront cottage and tie the knot, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t mark the occasion with a special
celebration for family and friends. Consider
having an “after” party at which you can really have fun and not worry about getting to
the church on time!
*Don’t be afraid to break the rules. The
American wedding for both young and old
couples has changed dramatically in the past
few decades. There really are no longer any
tried-and-true “rules” anymore, so concentrate on finding a truly special way to start a
new life together, and do what feels right for
you -- not your mother. — Creators.com
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Individualize, stylize photos with engagement theme
Engagement photos used
to be standard poses, with the
groom sitting and the bride
standing behind him, wrapping
her arms around him -- with
the engagement ring showing,
of course. Before we had the
Internet, newspaper engagement
announcement columns actually
required this type of pose in vertical form to fit their dimensions.
But a lot has changed since
then; now, couples are getting
very creative with their engagement portraits, choosing beautiful natural settings like beaches
and gardens and adding artistry
to their shots, such as the bride
holding a huge collection of
vibrantly colored balloons.
The artistry has evolved to
new heights of creativity and personalization, as engaged couples
are now choosing themed
engagement photos. Amanda
Picone of Amanda Picone
Photography says: “Themed engagement sessions are definitely
hot right now. I think couples do
them for a number of reasons -to live out their favorite movie or
TV show, take on a new persona
for a few hours, or to showcase
an important part of their life
together. I mean, really, who
doesn’t like playing dress up?
And your engagement session is
one area where you can really
show off your personality.”
Picone says the trend often
reflects what’s hot in pop culture. “’Mad Men,’ for example, is
huge right now.” Sports themes
are also popular with couples
who share a passion for a
particular team or who are fans
of rival teams. For this theme of
engagement photo, the bride and
groom each wear a team jersey
with their favorite player’s name
on the back. Or, if they’re fans
of rival teams, they each wear
the jersey of their team and pose
on a football field, in football
stadium stands, or simply in
their backyard holding a football.
“If the bride isn’t a sports fan
herself, throwing on jerseys for
a few shots can be a great way
to get your man excited about

aiming for vintage, steer away
from modern locations or
streets with a lot of car traffic.
Nothing will mess up your
romantic vintage scene like a
2007 Honda hanging out in
the background. Call around
locations that you think might
suit your theme. You never
know who may agree to let
you shoot there -- maybe a
vintage movie theater, a diner
or a baseball stadium. For a
fairy tale theme, you can find
a wooded park and do some
light decorating with a creative
lace tent made from sticks and
fabric, hanging some paper
lanterns from the branches.
Just be sure to take along
everything when you leave and
stay off trails so you’re not
disrupting others.”
“Props can be great, but
be selective; the focus should
be on the two of you!”
“Remember to talk through
all of the details with your
photographer beforehand, as
they may have some incredible
ideas of their own. Most importantly, have fun with it and
don’t be afraid to go all out.”
You’re not limited to just
one style of photographs during your engagement portrait
THEMED PHOTOS -- Themed engagement photos capture session. Plan fun, themed
your personal style./Creators.com photo
photos, and then change into
“regular” outfits -- whether a
the engagement session,” says
an actual Tiffany store.
dress and suit, or jeans and
Picone.
To plan your own themed
T-shirts, a sundress for the
Bridal Guide magazine
engagement portrait session,
recently showcased a collection
first choose your theme. It could bride and khakis and a white
button-down shirt for the
of its favorite themed engagebe any favorite movie, show,
groom -- for the next round of
ment portraits, and some of the
book or era. “Twilight” was
photos. In the end, you’ll get a
entries were “Star Wars”-themed one popular theme this past
or circus-themed (with the
year, and “Harry Potter”-themed wide range of fabulous photos
for framing and displaying in
couple kissing in front of an old- photos were also in demand.
your home or at the wedding
fashioned carousel). The most
Other book-inspired themes
itself and for sharing with
popular themed engagement
include “Pride and Prejudice,”
parents and grandparents.
photo collection was inspired
“The Godfather” and “Under
Another perk of an engageby the movie “The Notebook,”
the Tuscan Sun.” Disney-loving
with the couple dressed like the
couples had their photos taken ment portrait session is that
characters, kissing in the rain
at the Disney theme park, with your wedding photographer
will get to know you and your
in one shot and cavorting in the
characters surrounding them.
style better before shooting
ocean in another shot. That was
Picone shares her top
you on your big day. That
the most often tweeted photo
tips for planning your themed
from Bridal Guide’s collection.
engagement photo session once familiarity and your rapport
translates into better wedding
Also popular was a “Breakfast
you choose your theme:
photos, as well. — Sharon
at Tiffany’s” engagement portrait
“Your setting should deficollection of six photos shot at
nitely reflect the theme. If you’re Naylor, Creators.com
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New trends in head
pieces ... to top you off

HEAD
PIECES
-- The new
romantic
look in
headpieces./
Creators.
com photo
courtesy
of Twigs &
Honey

Today’s headpieces are works of art, accented
with sparkling rhinestones, or soft and romantic with
feathery additions. Myra Callan, owner and designer
at headpiece company Twigs & Honey, says that soft
lace headbands are in, to give the bride a feminine flair
“with plenty of grace and charm.” Here are some of the
top new trends in wedding headpieces and hair accents:
--Fascinators. After the royal wedding of Prince
William and Kate Middleton, brides across the country become fascinated with fascinators, those ornate,
artistic hats, veils and pinned-in hair accents worn by
members of the royal family and royal wedding guests.
The unique designs of fascinators have become one
of the biggest headpiece trends for 2012, with the top
bridal gown designers showing them on their collections’ runways in place of traditional tiaras and crowns.
Now brides want a little touch of that British elegance
for their big day. Fascinators are most often larger
pieces worn on the side of the head for effect.
--Old Hollywood glamour. Brides are styling their
hair with soft, romantic waves a la Grace Kelly, and
HEADPIECES, PAGE 19
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Stone-cold
advice for
finding
the perfect
diamond
Buying a diamond isn’t too
different an experience from
buying a car. Decide what’s
most important, what you like
the best and what you can
afford. With a little research
and patience, you’ll have an
investment that will bring years
of pleasure. Simple, right?
It is, says Mike Schramm,
owner of Schramm-Bacher
Jewelers Inc. in Springfield,
Ill. When it comes to buying
a diamond, he says, “there’s
nothing mystical there. You
either like it or you don’t.”
And because a diamond
purchase will outlast a car by
many years, it’s important to
feel confident you’ve bought
the right one. The four main
diamond characteristics are
cut, color, clarity and carat
weight, says Betty Sowarsh,
co-owner of Bridge Jewelry Co.
Inc. For Sowarsh, the most
important feature is the cut.
CUT
“The cutting of the
diamond - not the shape, but
the proportions and facets
designed to get the maximum
amount of brilliance or sparkle
- is most important,” Sowarsh
says. “A well-cut diamond talks
back to you. It says, ‘Here I
am!’”
Schramm agrees. “The
things that affect the appearance of a diamond are not
necessarily the things that
affect the price. The color and
clarity will always affect the
price, but the cutting will have
more influence on the actual
appearance. So, for absolute
best appearance, the cutting is

Round brilliant is a classic center-stone shape for the engagement ring. But it’s the cut that
makes the diamond sparkle. These ideal-cut gems reflect light, creating brilliance and fire.

what I start with. Everything
else is secondary.”
The cutting should be as
close to “ideal” as possible,
Sowarsh says. In an ideal cut,
light enters the diamond and
returns to the eye, guaranteeing brilliance and fire. If a cut
is too deep or too shallow, the
light enters the diamond but
“leaks out” the bottom or side
and doesn’t return to the eye.
COLOR
Most diamonds
are rated by how
close to colorless, or white,
they are. The
more colorless
(ratings of D, E or
F), the more expensive
the stone. Prices go down accordingly, from near colorless
through light yellow (ratings of
G through Z).
Diamonds come in every color
of the rainbow, though, Schramm says. Blues and pinks
are more rare, and can be several times more expensive. He
had one diamond in his store
in the late 1980s valued at
$200,000. It was not a typical
steel blue, he says, but much
like a sky blue topaz. There
were only two other compa-

rable stones in the world, one
in New York City and one in
Switzerland.
Most blue diamonds are
artificially colored, though,
says Brian Lauer, president of
Stout & Lauer Jewelers. Diamonds with poor color have
been intensely irradiated in a
laboratory to alter the color.
Natural blue colors are so
faint that, usually, if someone
selects a distinctly
blue diamond, it
probably has been
irradiated.
CLARITY
This
describes the
degree of
imperfection,
or
inclusions.
The standard is an internally
flawless (“f”) diamond, with
no inclusions visible under
10-power magnification. A
“vv” rated diamond has “very
very” slight inclusions, “vvs1”
may have a tiny inclusion,
“vvs2” may have two, “si1”
and “si2” are slightly imperfect
with more noticeable inclusions that are relatively easy
to locate. “Imperfect” ratings
have obvious imperfections,
visible to the naked eye.

CARAT
Also referred to as
“points,” this roughly is the
size and weight of a diamond.
A full one-carat diamond will
have 100 points, a three-quarter-carat is 70-79 points, and
a one-half carat is equivalent
to 47-59 points. There also
are “light” 90-99 point carats,
light 42-47 point half carats,
and so on.
There also is the mounting
(the ring without the center
stone) and shape of the center
diamond to consider. A classic
center-stone shape is the round
brilliant, which, Sowarsh says,
is the “most sparkly.” Other
shapes include rectangular/
emerald, heart, elongated and
pointed oval marquis, oval,
pear, trillion or triangle, and
radiant modified rectangle.
The center stone can be
set into a classic 2 mm, plain,
polished band with a solitaire
mounting, Lauer says. Or,
perhaps a more contemporary
design is desired, such as a
wide, 8 mm band and half- or
full-bezel setting. A bezel is
a band that surrounds the
DIAMONDS, PAGE 18
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Diamonds
Important questions
F
14
rather than the stone being held by four
brides should ask vendors diamond
or six prongs. A half-bezel encloses the diamond
ROM PAGE

Wedding planning can be overwhelming. That’s why you need to make sure
you’re working with the right wedding vendors who can help you plan your
event.
So how can you decide which vendors are the right ones? You need to start
asking questions, lots of questions.
Treat your vendor search very seriously.
“It’s like a series of business transactions,” says wedding planner Angel
Babbitt, who also runs the wedding planning website The Bridal BFF. “They’re
the dream team of people who will make your day special and personal.”
Jennifer McGarigle, founder of Floral Art, says couples need to know their
budget, wedding location and the event date before meeting with potential
vendors. After that, it’s all about establishing trust.
“If you don’t trust them, you shouldn’t be working with them,” she says.
“They are the experts, and it’s important to let them do their jobs.”
*What’s Your Experience?
One of your top questions should be about a vendor’s background. Ask
how many weddings the vendor has worked, and review their portfolio.
“Find out how long they’ve been in business,” says Babbitt. “You want
them to be experienced.”
Don’t forget to ask for references, too. Then call one or two of the vendor’s
previous clients to discuss how the vendor performed.
*Are We a Personality Match?
Sure, you’re not going to be committed to the vendor forever, but you want
a positive relationship leading up to and including the wedding.
You need to feel comfortable with a photographer, for example -- especially
since you’ll be spending the whole wedding day with that person nearby.
“Ask yourself, ‘How did
our personalities mesh?’”
says Babbitt. “’Did the
vendor understand my
vision and the budget I’m
working with?’”
*What’s Your Price?
While you don’t want
to make money your main
priority, it’s definitely an
important topic to mention. You want to know
what you’re getting for
your money.
“Ask, ‘What are we
paying for?’” says Babbitt. “’How are you billing
us?’”
Find out whether a
vendor has an hourly rate,
a day rate or a flat fee. Is
there an initial deposit? When is the final payment due?
Plus, you need to know if there might be any additional costs, outside of
the agreement. For example, will your cake be more expensive if you choose
ingredients that aren’t in season?
*Can I Get a Sample?
During your vendor interview, find out whether you can get a sample of
what to expect.
“For some vendors, such as florists, it’s customary to see a sample centerQUESTIONS, PAGE 18

like parentheses, exposing more of it to light.
Jewelery store manager Mark Fandel has
seen a lot of interest in the pave and micro-pave
designs. (Small, bead-set stones surround a center
stone and run along the sides of a ring.) One
popular shape is the princess cut, a square shape.
It’s popular, Schramm says, because less of the
stone is lost in the cutting. However, this shape
never was intended as a center stone, he adds,
and is more easily damaged in certain center settings where its pointed, not beveled, corners are
exposed.
“A diamond has a grain, just like wood,” Schramm says. “And if you hit it along the grain, you
can damage it. It’s not easy, but it’s possible.”
Also, he says, the princess shape is cut nearly
flat across the top. The “crown angle” from the
edge (girdle) to the top (table) should be about 34
degrees. The lower the angle, the more susceptible
the diamond will be to damage.
“The princess shape is almost all table, no
angle,” he says. For a more stable and better-looking square diamond, Schramm recommends the
beveled, not pointed, corners. Radiant and Lucere
shapes are both more stable and more attractive,
with comparable affordability.
A hard hit can loosen a diamond. For this
reason, the quality of the “bench work,” everything
from the metalwork to placing the stone into the
head, is essential. High-quality, well-cast metal;
appropriate selection of the head (prong work, bar
work, bead setting, etc.); methodical and complete
cleaning; measuring; firing; polishing; and positioning ensure the stone stays in place.
Before customers make a decision, Schramm
makes sure they have looked at their selection
under a microscope. “There are so many things
about buying a diamond that can be really fun and
very interesting. You can really see the differences
(among the diamonds).”
Lab reports that come with some diamonds are
no substitute for a trained, experienced jeweler,
Schramm says. “We take time so they can decide
ultimately what they want and understand what
they’re buying so that, when they get done, they
know they’re buying a nice piece of jewelry.”
And the process is indeed simple, Sowarsh
says. “When you compare diamonds, you’ll usually
see one and say, ‘Oh! That’s beautiful.’”
Others may be larger, but won’t shine, be as
pretty or draw as many compliments, she says.
Get the beautiful one, the one you like, Sowarsh
says. “You’ll always be proud of it.” — DiAnne
Crown, Copley News Service

Headpieces

FROM PAGE 9
choosing vintage glam hair accessories
with plenty of rhinestone sparkle. The
look of Old Hollywood is captured in
vintage-style hair pins, barrettes and clips
adorned with plenty of glittering stones
affixed in the bride’s up-swept, wavy
hairstyle. For the popular style of the side
chignon, a larger vintage hair clip worn on
the side brings drama to the look.
--Birdcage veils. These chin-length
veils emerge from a cap or clip, encircling
the face with a stiffer mesh material that
holds its rounded shape, as opposed to
the hang-straight veils of traditional years.
Now birdcage veils come in white, ivory,
light and even bright colors for the artsy
bride and may be adorned with rhinestones, fresh or faux flowers or feathers.
--Feathers. The popular wedding
website TheKnot.com shows plenty of
feathery accents in their headpiece gallery
this season, and while feathers first made
an appearance a few years ago, they’re far
more popular now, as delicate, feminine
touches to headbands or as clipped-in accents paired with a subtle lace effect. Airy
feathers with lift may be seen attached to
a high chignon or a romantic upsweep
as part of a fairy tale look that matches

an ethereal wedding gown. The bridal
accessories website With This Bling calls
the feathery fascinator “a main alternative
to traditional veils.” Feathered accents are
also seen on birdcage veils.
--Hair bands. As Callan says, soft
lace headbands are now being chosen to
coordinate with the delicate lace that’s so
popular in this season’s wedding gown designs, particularly gowns inspired by Kate
Middleton’s lace sleeves and neckline.
A romantic lace headband may be worn
unadorned or affixed with a sparkling clip,
or again, a tuft of feathers. With This
Bling says, “Within the past three years,
headbands made a comeback,” inspired
by celebrities like the cast of “Gossip
Girl” and Zooey Deschanel, especially
headbands with a side accent, such as a
tuft of flowers or feathers, appliques or
ribbon details. In certain designs, the look
is reminiscent of a 1920s style of dress
and is considered one of the top trends for
wedding hairpieces this year.
--Skinny hairbands. In contrast to the
fabric headband, consider these to be the
skinnier version of the tiara, with a metal
headband arch accented with fresh or fabric flowers, pearls, sparkling rhinestones,
or even tiny ceramic flowers. The delicate
style of this headband allows for a veil to
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be attached, as it would be to a tiara, but
then the headband remains when the veil
is removed for the reception.
--Hair combs. Vintage-style, ornate
hair combs with plenty of sparkle may
be tucked into the bride’s hairstyle, with
smaller combs chosen to accent a more
detailed hair “sculpture’s” twists and turns
or a larger, more dramatic hair comb
tucked sideways into a French twist or
inserted above a classic low chignon (also
a classic Grace Kelly look!).
The bride’s headpiece always needs
to conform with what TheKnot.com calls
balance, working with the bride’s chosen
hairstyle, wedding gown style and accents
(such as rhinestone or bugle beads) and
jewelry. “I had a lot of rhinestone in my
bodice and was wearing diamond dangle
earrings, so I chose smaller, less ornate
Old Hollywood-style pins in my hair so
that I didn’t overdo it,” says recent bride
Tara Chayka.
And one final headpiece trend: Brides
are choosing a second look for their reception, removing their traditional ceremony
tiara and veil and putting on a feathery
headband or slipping in sparkling hair
clips for their dramatic entrance to the
reception. — Sharon Naylor, Creators
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Questions
FROM PAGE 18

piece before the day of; caterers, a tasting,”
explains McGarigle. “The extent of the
sample setup may be determined by your
budget and how much you’re planning to
do.”
*What’s in Your Contract?
“Once you’ve discussed the overview of
the job, ask the vendor for a proposal outlining descriptions along with a contract,”
says McGarigle.
Proposals and contracts protect you
and the vendor so you both know what’s
expected.
“Get everything in writing,” says Babbitt. “Contracts are a must because things
can change. If they change, get a revised
contract.”
*Do You Have Insurance? Permits? A Backup Plan?
You need to ask some business questions, too.
Does the venue require vendors to have
insurance? Find out whether your vendor
has insurance in case of an accident or
damage to equipment.

Is a permit needed? “For example,
many venues require a fire permit in order
to have candlelight,” says McGarigle. “Your
florist, event designer or planner usually
handles this.”
What’s your vendor’s backup plan in
case of a mix-up or an emergency? For
example, what would happen if your DJ’s
equipment were to malfunction?
Also, ask how all your vendors will
work together on the wedding day.
“A venue
walkthrough
should be
planned in
advance with
all vendors
that will be
on site the
day of, before and/or
after,” says
McGarigle.
“This allows
for everyone
to be on the
same page
with timing,
logistics and

rain contingencies, if necessary.”
*How Do You Communicate With
Clients?
“Communication from start to finish
is the most important,” says Babbitt, who
continues, “Feel confident about the vendors you choose.”
Many vendors prefer face-to-face meetings; others love phone calls and email.
Some like a mix of all these communication styles.
Know what suits your
style, and make sure your
vendors will be comfortable
communicating with you
that way. You should be
able to ask them questions
anytime.
“It’s always better to ask
and over-ask than to not
ask,” advises Babbitt.
McGarigle agrees: “Vendors expect that you will
have questions, and if it’s a
problem for them to answer,
you may not have found the
right person for the job.”
— Kristen Castillo, Creators.com
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... FROM THIS
DAY FORWARD ...
There’s plenty to do
after you say ‘I Do’
You’re coming off a wedding planning whirlwind, a fabulous
day of officially becoming man and wife and a honeymoon
that you’re wishing never ended. But the reality is, it did. Now
what? While it might seem like a good time to sit back, relax
and revel in the fact that you “really did it,” your work isn’t
done just yet, newlyweds. Riann Smith, deputy editor of TheNest.com, shares the top 10 to-do’s after saying “I do.”
TACKLE THE LEGALITIES
Chances are, you still have your parents listed as your beneficiaries. Consult with your family attorney and appoint your
spouse as your beneficiary within two weeks of the wedding,
Smith said. Also within that time period, figure out whose
insurance plan you want to use. If your spouse’s insurance is
less expensive and you can continue going to your trusted doctors, merge onto his or her plan.
FIGURE OUT YOUR FINANCES
Prior to getting married, you should have discussed and decided how you want to handle your finances. Within two weeks
following the wedding, you’ll want to put those decisions into
action. If you decided to have two separate accounts and one
joint account, go to the bank and open up the joint account. If
you received checks as wedding gifts and they’re addressed to

both of you, you’ll need to decide how you’re going to spend or
save that money. Make the decision together and quickly.
SEND OUT THANK-YOU NOTES
Old-school etiquette says you have a year to send wedding
guests a thank-you note. Today’s etiquette recommends doing
it sooner rather than later. Don’t wait longer than six months,
Smith said. The longer you wait, the foggier your memory will
be. Guests want to be acknowledged for the time and energy
they used to pick out a gift for you. Don’t just say “thank you
for the gift.” Each thank-you note needs to be personalized and
specific. You might say something like: “Thank you for the red
Le Creuset dutch oven. The color matches our kitchen perfectly.” Since personalizing each note takes quite a bit of time,
Smith recommends splitting the task up between the two of
you and each doing 10 a night between commercial breaks.
GIVE EVERYONE YOUR NEW ADDRESS
In this technologically advanced society, it’s perfectly acceptable to send out a mass e-mail letting everyone know your new
address. However, not all your guests may use computers. If
your 90-year-old grandmother is more of a traditional mail user,
send her card (check out movingannouncementstore.com) with
your new address. If your best friend eats, works, sleeps and
vacations with her Blackberry, sending her an e-mail with your
new locale is probably best. This should be done within six
weeks.
TACKLE BRIDAL REGISTRY RETURNS
Don’t assume you can return gifts for up to a year. Make
sure you know and understand each store’s return policy. Even
if a store has a 90-day return policy, don’t wait that long.
Return items within two months after the wedding, Smith said.
Things go on sale and you want to make sure you get the full
value of the item. Smith said the most painless way to return
wedding gifts is to group them together by store and tackle
each store at one time.
CHANGE YOUR NAME
Whether you’re going to take your husband’s name or
hyphenate, do it within three months post-wedding. Smith
suggests beginning with your driver’s license, then moving on
to your Social Security card, credit cards and passport. If you
don’t have the time to do this or just plain don’t want to do
it, visit www.uslegalforms.com and pay them $169 to do it for
you. They also have a name-change kit that includes all the
required government forms and a checklist for around $32.95.
CLEAN AND STORE YOUR GOWN
Whether or not you think you want to keep your dress or
you’re unsure, Smith says “clean it anyway.” The fabrics used
on wedding gowns are typically delicate and require special
cleaning. If you leave that streak of self-tanner or that spot of
red wine on your dress for two years, then decide you want to
preserve your dress, chances are the stains won’t come out.
AGREE ON WHERE YOU’RE SPENDING THE
HOLIDAYS
It’s not even so much that there will be tension between you
and your spouse, it’s your in-laws, Smith said. Whether you’re
getting married in October or February, Smith urges couples to
make the holiday location decision within three months of the
wedding. If you and your spouse celebrate different holidays,
SEE WHAT NEXT?, PAGE 22
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With this ring comes responsibility, including facing the tax man.

What comes next?
FROM PAGE 21

the time commitments for each holiday celebration
may be different. “Work out a solution that will make
everyone happy,” Smith said. Some couples find
success in alternating holidays with each side of the
family - Thanksgiving with her family, Christmas with
his. Or, host the holidays at your home and invite
everyone.
CHOOSE PHOTOS/FINALIZE DVD
Getting your wedding photo proofs and/or DVD
back is one of the most exciting post-wedding moments, but choosing which of the proofs you want
to order can be rather daunting. Within six months
after your wedding, go through the photos with your
spouse and select the ones you think best capture
your day. And, make sure you like the edit on your
DVD. Make sure you read and understand your contracts so you aren’t faced with any surprise charges.
CALL THE TAX MAN
Figure out if you’re going to file taxes separately
or jointly by December of the year you’re getting
married, Smith said. Decide on which one of you has
the better accountant and go with that person. You’ll
most likely get more of a tax break if you file jointly,
but this is something to discuss with the accountant
you decide to employ.
— CREATORS NEWS SERVICE

SHARING: Being gracious to your guests
Sure, it’s your big day, but you’re also
the host. Whether you have 50 guests at
your wedding or 200, they all want to feel
welcome and appreciated.
“Going the extra mile as the host for
your event will leave a lasting impression
on your guests,” says wedding and event
planner Matthew Robbins, author of “Matthew Robbins’ Inspired Weddings.”
Be gracious and let every one of your
guests, locals and out-of-towners, know
how much you value them.
*Welcome Bags
One way to win over your out-of-town
guests is to give them welcome bags.
“I think the old saying that ‘you
never get a second chance to make a
first impression’ really applies here,” says
Dana Karlov, founder of Bagable Gifts,
a custom gift bag company. “When your
guests have traveled in from out of town,
they have gone to great lengths to be with
you on your big day and have most likely
incurred significant travel expenses, as
well.
“When you have a special surprise
waiting for them when they arrive, it
makes a fantastic first impression.”
Guests love the bags, especially since
it prevents them from having to raid the

hotel’s minibar.
“Snacks usually make up the majority
of the bag contents,” explains Karlov, who
recommends including “something sweet,
something salty, something minty, something healthy and something to drink.”
Jessica Klein, event manager? at
Frenchman’s Reef and Morning Star Marriott Beach Resort in St. Thomas, U.S.
Virgin Islands, says many welcome bags
also include sunscreen, pain relieving
medicine and travel items such as luggage
tags.
“It can be as elaborate or as simple
as the bride and groom like,” says Klein.
“Guests really like the gesture.”
Use your gift bags as a way to help
your guests get a sense of who you and
your groom are as a couple.
“You can design a bag around the city
you live in, how you met, shared interests,
the season or your favorite foods,” says
Karlov, who notes bags can be personalized with custom labels and wedding
colors.
When packing a welcome bag, minimize the filler, such as tissue paper, which
guests usually don’t keep.
*Keep Them Informed
Whether you start a wedding website

to keep everyone in the know or simply
call or email them with the details, give
guests as much information as you can.
Tell them about nearby hotels and restaurants, letting them know whether you
have arranged a discounted rate for your
guests.
Include information about transportation options and rates for cabs, buses and
car rentals. Some couples host transportation to and from the event by providing a
ride for guests in a party bus, for example.
If guests are driving their own vehicles to
your wedding, consider paying for their
parking.
Don’t forget to appoint a contact
person, like a sibling or a family friend, for
guests to call or email in case of questions
or problems.
*Invite Guests to Activities
“It’s nice to have a balance of planned
activities and unplanned time,” says Klein,
who finds that guests like having options
during their stay.
“Make itineraries so guests can spend
time with you,” says Klein, whose brides
and grooms have included activities such

SEE GRACIOUS, PAGE 23

Gracious
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as “go for a swim with the bride” to “go
for a jog with the groom.”
Invite guests to join you for a sightseeing trip in the host city. Check out
museums, parks, sporting events and
other activities such as hiking a local trail,
taking a fishing trip or enjoying a boat
cruise.
Schedule a “meet and greet,” which
could be a hosted event with cocktails
and appetizers or an informal, “come have
a drink with us” gathering.
“If you are hosting a destination wedding or if most of your guests are coming
from places far away, do consider inviting
everyone to the rehearsal dinner,” says
Robbins.
You also could host a day-after brunch
for guests.
*Be Respectful
Try to respect a guest’s dietary needs, SHARING YOUR DAY -- A gift bag makes
a great first impression to out-of-town
too, by providing them with suitable
guests who are just arriving.
meals, such as gluten-free or low salt.
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“Too often I see clients choose
something terribly boring and uninspired for the vegetarian friends and
family,” says Robbins. “This should be
a filling, delicious and beautiful meal
option even if your menu focuses on
meat-based dishes.”
*After the Wedding
Find a simple way to thank family
and friends for sharing your wedding
experience.
“Give something edible and delicious such as your favorite cookies
from a great local bakery, or create a
candy and treat buffet for the end of
the night,” suggests Robbins.
One of Klein’s couples shot photos
with each guest on the wedding day.
The couple then turned those photos
into magnets, which were sent as a
thank you to the guests.
However you decide to thank
guests, be genuine and your gratitude
will shine through.
—Kristen Castillo, Creators.com

